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1) Bean Compare supports the Equals()/HashCode() methods of most Java Beans. 2) Bean Compare generates the diff-
related output in a format that is easy to understand for humans. 3) Bean Compare generates a XML output that is easy to

translate to other formats such as HTML. 4) Bean Compare produces a JUnit test for every test case. 5) Bean Compare
offers an auto-detection mechanism that finds out the diffs between any two versions of Java Beans, based on Java Beans
classes. 6) Bean Compare supports generating in-memory and external-to-memory diffs. 7) Bean Compare also supports

configuration by the definition of any type of bean, as well as by the definition of fields inside Java Beans classes. 8)
Bean Compare supports comparisons between different data types such as strings, objects, collections etc. 9) Bean

Compare supports source code version control systems such as CVS and SVN. 10) Bean Compare also supports version
control systems which are not supported by CVS and SVN. 11) It also supports Source Code Management Systems like
EGit. 12) Bean Compare supports comparing and merging projects with multiple versions. 13) Bean Compare supports
comparing and merging projects with multiple branches. 14) Bean Compare supports comparing projects with multiple
directory trees. 15) Bean Compare supports comparing and merging projects with multiple locations of a file. 16) Bean
Compare supports merging changes from more than one project. 17) Bean Compare supports merges from projects that

share code. 18) Bean Compare supports merges from projects that do not share code. 19) Bean Compare supports merges
of any Java Bean class in the project. 20) Bean Compare supports merges from any Java class in the project. 21) Bean

Compare supports merges from any method in the project. 22) Bean Compare supports merges from any method in the
project. 23) Bean Compare supports merges from any method in the project. Diffbot is a Java tool that helps you to
automatically compare and synchronize your source code changes. It will detect changed files and check for possible

conflicts. You are always in control of what you want to commit. The need for Compare Editors has been noticed by a lot
of software developers. They all have a lot of code to update or maintain, but just a few changes that have to be made.

The person doing the changes is the one most likely to make mistakes. Often,
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Bean Compare is a lightweight and easy to implement Java component that enables you to compare collections of Java
Beans. With the help of Bean Compare, you can easily spot the differences between two Java reusable software
components. Using Bean Compare you can easily check if a subset of fields of one bean is the same as a subset of fields
of another bean. Example: In case a POJO has five fields and you want to compare it with another POJO that has six
fields, you can execute the following command in the console: BeanCompare -c 5,6 pojo3.out The output of this example
is: Pojo1.FOO=1 Pojo1.BAR=5 Pojo2.FOO=2 Pojo2.BAR=6 Pojo3.FOO=3 Pojo3.BAR=5 How Bean Compare Works
Bean Compare leverages the following process to compare two beans. 1) Compile the source files that you want to
compare with JavaCompiler API. 2) Execute the generated class file to create the necessary classes. 3) Execute the java
command to invoke the JDK to compare the classes that have been created in step 2). The above example is the code for
the comparison of the class file generated by the following code: If you wish to compare a set of the class files which
have been compiled by the above code, execute the following command in the console: BeanCompare -c 5,6 pojo4.out
The output of this example is: Pojo1.FOO=1 Pojo1.BAR=5 Pojo2.FOO=2 Pojo2.BAR=6 Pojo3.FOO=3 Pojo3.BAR=5
Pojo4.FOO=3 Pojo4.BAR=5 If you wish to compare the set of class files generated by the above code with a particular
Java class file, use the -c option to specify the class file that you wish to compare. Running a Java Application without
any main method is possible. This is done by adding the -n option to the java command.

What's New in the Bean Compare?

Bean Compare is a lightweight and easy to implement Java component that enables you to compare collections of Java
Beans. With the help of Bean Compare, you can easily spot the differences between two Java reusable software
components. Requirements: The classes that are used as input and output parameter for compare should have at least the
following attributes: - Comparable - Equals and HashCode License: This program is free software; you can redistribute it
and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation;
either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version. This program is distributed in the hope that it will be
useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS
FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details. You should have received a
copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51
Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA Contact: Contact to: Simon Olsson (simon-olsson@dal.kth.se)
History: v1.1: Improved error handling v1.0: Initial version, April 2010. References: [1] The program is distributed in the
hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more
details. Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the
following conditions are met: - Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of
conditions and the following disclaimer. - Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this
list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
- Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products
derived from this software without specific prior written permission. This program is
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System Requirements:

Minimum OS: Windows 7 Windows 7 CPU: Dual core 1.6 GHz Dual core 1.6 GHz RAM: 2 GB Recommended OS:
Windows 10 Windows 10 CPU: Quad core 3.0 GHz Quad core 3.0 GHz RAM: 8 GB Current Gen: Windows 7 CPU:
Intel Core 2 Duo 1.8 GHz Intel Core 2 Duo 1.8 GHz RAM: 2 GB OS: Windows 7
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